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1. FLAMBOLABS 
 

We are creating FlamboLabs (https://twitter.com/FlamboLabs). Our main and basic goal is to 

make Web3 easy and to bridge Web2 and Web3 in the smoothest and easiest way as possible. 

Our first step to achieve this will be to create a gig-based service marketplace where builders 

can find professionals who can bring to reality what they need for their projects.  

 

Whether a NFT project, token or crypto service is going to be created, there's always a need for 

artists, coders, developers, web designers, etc. After a long time in the space, we have noticed 

it's not easy to find this kind of professionals (specially those who know how to code smart 

contracts and people specialized in crypto coding), even though there are many people who 

would like to work on it.  

We want to connect builders and professionals with our platform, where professionals will have 

their profile, feedback and reviews done by previous people who hired their services and more. 

We want to focus not only on Solana but also on Ethereum and Near from the start, expanding 

ourselves to the whole CryptoSpace, so we have as many demand as possible for the services 

offered in Flambo.  

All profiles will be registered by their Web3 wallets (login and signup will be done by either 

Solana or Ethereum wallet login).  

Not only Web3 services will be offered on the platform. Once we have secured the crypto 

demand, we will expand the offered services to any kind of service anyone might need, to 

increase our potential public. 

 

Once this has been achieved, we will start progressing in the development of the brand and the 

company. The service marketplace will not be everything offered by Flambo, but only the start 

of it all. All proceeds from the platform will be reinvested, more services and utilities will be 

constantly be created to ease the bridge from Web2 to Web3. Everything we design will be 

always be counting with our community, which will always be heared in every direction our 

brand takes. The main goal is to make Flambo one of the main brands in the whole Crypto 

ecosystem, recognized by everyone. 

With the funds, we will improve the team and bring more developers to it, increase our 

marketing team to bring as many customers to our platform and holders for the project as 

possible, so we manage to achieve our goals. 

 

 

 

https://twitter.com/FlamboLabs
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2. Brand development and 
FlamboPanthers recognition. 
 

Team has already started developing an in real world brand. Since we are really confident on 

how the project will work out, big initial investments are being currently done by the team from 

their personal funds to start the brand development. Team has already started funding the 

design and creation of the brand. 

We have already designed and created the first samples of FlamboPanthers merch, including for 

now (but not limited to) Flambo T-Shirts, Hoodies, Bags, tons of stickers that will be distributed 

for free (pre and post mint).  

 

We are already making connections with clubs and other event organizers to create joint parties 

and meetups to greatly increase Flambo brand recognition in every aspect possible, as well as 

having our brand showcased in important spots in different cities all around the world. 
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3. Mistery Flamboxes 
 

Under 7 days post mint, every Flambo Panther delisted holder will be able to mint a Mistery 

FlamBox for free. 

Every holder will be able to open their Flambox, which will contain a range of different prizes. 

These will include, but are not limited to: 

• Flambo Panthers branded Hoodies 

• Flambo Panthers branded T-Shirts 

• Flambo Panthers branded Bags 

• Flambo Panthers branded socks 

• Flambo Panthers branded Phone cases 

• Flambo Panthers branded sticker packs 

• Different packs combining the previous merch 

• Some very lucky winners will be able to claim 1/1 custom FlamboPanthers branded 

sneakers. These will be designed jointly with the Flambo Team, the lucky holder, and 

the custom sneaker designer 

• Commemorative NFT of the Flambo Panthers community 

• A collection of NFTs that will give the holder access to be part of the governance team 

of all FlamboLabs services. Holders of these will be able to vote for some of the most 

important FlamboLabs decision, and will also receive a cut for all proceeds made from 

fees charged from all FlamboLabs offered services. Of course, these will be tradeable, 

holders will have special roles and permissions in the FlamboPanthers Discord and extra 

perks 

• We are working on more Flambox prizes which will be revealed soon. 

 

 

Flambo aims to provide solutions to all Web3 users in their start, and to everyone globally in the 

mid-term, but will always focus first on their holders, by providing them with an outstanding 

community, a well and globally recognized brand, and being able to use all current and future 

FlamboLabs services for free, without any kind of fees. 


